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About This Game

Mahjong Deluxe 2: Astral Planes is an out-of-this-world Mahjong game produced by award-winning game developer
EnsenaSoft, challenging you to complete increasingly complex mahjong puzzles rendered in glorious 3D. Match and rotate 3D

tiles and test yourself to solve 84 mind-bending puzzles. Four levels of difficulty are included adding to the fun. Puzzles are laid
out using random tile orders allowing you to replay each mahjong layout many times with a new experience each session. An
exciting scoring system, great sound effects and relaxing music adds to the fun. Suitable to players of all ages and experience
levels, Mahjong Deluxe 2: Astral Planes offers an extraterrestrial rendition of the popular Chinese classic, and is a must-have

game in your collection today.

Key Features

84 Mahjong Puzzles To Solve

4 Levels Of Difficulty

Richly Rendered 3D Environments

Random Tile Layout

Great Graphics, Audio & Score
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space
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mahjong deluxe 2 astral planes

Cute little but challenging platformer with beautiful style. Easy to play with keyboard.

Although I agreed with some other reviewers: sometimes levels are bocoming too long and too tedious. Why don't make 2-3
short levels instead?. Says standing and room scale. This is Definately not something to try as either!! Aside from the fact you're
strapped down on a chair/bed and not standing or walking....the environment doesnt allow free movement and actually moves
with your head movements which very quickly makes you feel sick. Best watched sitting and just turn your head to avoid any ill
feelings.

Nice try but could be improved and seriously remove the standing/roomscale playarea support.

. I loved playing this game when I was younger and I still do. Despite some bugs on the PC port, I recommend it.

If you're having troubles with the jumping portions, turn Vsync on. Yeah, the fps will decrease, but I'd rather be safe than sorry..
Bought this game for 1 cent >.<

Does the game worth the 1 cent that i just spent? heck yeah it does.. Crashes at the same level everytime. No way to make it
past that level, it quits before you can save. Save your money and buy something else. :(. The first thing you should know about 
Ambition of the Slimes if you are considering picking it up is that although it is a strategy RPG, the emphasis is much more on the
"strategy" than the "RPG". Grinding will only help you so much; far more important is choosing the right slimes and making the
right moves. If this sounds too stressful, then you may want to seek out another game (however, please note that there is an Easy
difficulty which I didn't touch-- I stuck with Normal, plus replayed some levels on Hard and did a few Challenges-- so YMMV).

On the other hand, if a strategy-heavy RPG sounds appealing, then you may like Ambition of the Slimes. The core mechanic is
guiding your physically weak slimes over to enemy humans and taking them over. The comical animation for this possession never
gets old, and a lot of the fun comes in figuring out the best ways to get the strongest human units on your side. Each type of slime
has a special attribute or ability, ranging from teleportation to high defense. Some abilities, like Melt, temporarily weaken its target
and makes them easier to possess. As mentioned before, figuring out the right strategy for each stage is extremely important, and
although I restarted many maps multiple times to try out different approaches, I never felt that the game was unfair.

The game's story, set in a fantasy world where slimes have suddenly gained this new possession ability and are now on a rampage,
is fairly light and entertaining for what it is. The graphics and music have the same sort of fun retro aesthetic featured in other
games published by Flyhigh Works, and the controls and UI are well designed and easy to understand, for the most part.

My nitpicks are few. The battle art for the humans tends to be samey-- most of them are some variation on either "Skinny Guy" or
"Fanservice Gal". Also, there could've been a little more variety in the music, the localization is sometimes clunky, and the ending
could've been better.

Still, in the end, none of these put much of a damper on my overall enjoyment of this game. Fans of strategy games and\/or quirky
Japanese indie stuff should find a lot to like here.. Just installed it for the easy achievement, it's worth for nothing more

- Installer forced itself into foreground and minimized all windows on all monitors 3 times. Only way to minimize the installer was
using the software DisplayFusion
- never tried the actual game. One look into the store showed that this is pure pay2win for insane prices, no thank you. Not a terrible
game but there are just many better alternatives for space strategy; I'd suggest something like Homeworld or Star Wolves instead.

+Graphics are decent for the time
+Voiced dialogue
+Excellent range of zoom from up close and personal to star map level

-Poor UI, often lacking in helpful information
-Controls are poorly explained and can be awkward
-Game is likely to crash due to 'sound system error' without manual fix/download:
http://www.moddb.com/mods/haegemonia-vector-prime/downloads/steam-legions-of-iron-sound-system-and-mp-fix
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Great fun. It is tactically enjoyable and complex, although at first seeming like a rather simple game.

Now, please make a coop version with different ship types etc. :). The ultimate strategy game.
Confusing, yet interesting puzzles.
Amazing game.. Fun & entertaining, although in my opinion, not quite like the first two in the series, which truly invoked fear
and emotion in me. ALTHOUGH, I have NOT played straight through with the NEW cinematics added, so fingers crossed, &
update to follow. I would say this entry may be more coherent and smooth gameplay-wise, and hopefully the fleshed out final
version does live up to be the (finale'?) of the series' that kind of brings it together..
**UPDATE** O.K. with all the features and graphics revised I DO consider this way up to par with the others if not by far,
much more creepy. I am truly amazed at just how good it has been brought together by the devs, and it truly manages to freak
me out EVEN after already playing a while back, it strikes up the perfect balance of memories and being like whoah I don't
remember that;) All in all a great treat, especially for the longer term fans that have been here throughout, what a great
experience, I love it... this is great you took South Wales Coastal upped the price and erected a new part of the line and added
some details here and there. Failed to create Flash player please restart program (65). Game looks and plays amazing even in
early access. A few bugs here and there but EARLY ACCESS sums it up.

I'm very optimistic about this game. Recommended.. It do what it should.. This Windows game work perfectly for me in Steam
Linux, via Steam Play. I Use linux Lubuntu with the Nvidia drivers. In Steam i use the compatibility tool proton 3.7-8. The
game start via Steam Play and it work perfectly just like in windows.. I'm excited to see where this game goes. The demo is
definitely worth the download time. Try it and decide for yourself, the time won't be wasted.. Nostalgia trip here I come.
Joking aside, the game is still good after all this time. :)
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